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INSIDE:
Garden Paths  
Liven up your landscape with 
welcoming walkways! 

Adventures ...  
Above and Below  
Explore hidden caves and wild 
rides at Cave of the Winds! 

Colorado Safari Properties, LLC
P.O. Box 812
Erie, CO 80516

Thank you — always — for supporting us and  
our business. Your referrals mean the world to us.

Natalie Quaratino 
Managing Broker 720.633.4223

Raechel Taylor 
Broker Associate 720.518.7100

Colorado Safari Properties

What’s New with Real Estate?
What do real estate experts predict for the 
remainder of 2021? As we move into the latter 
half of the year, questions about what’s to come 
are top of mind for buyers and sellers. The key 
factor remains inventory. New home starts are 
showing signs of improvement, and there are 
signs developing that we may see the current 
existing-home inventory challenges lessen, 
slowing the fast-paced home price appreciation 
and creating more choices for buyers.

Near record-low mortgage rates coupled with 
rising home price appreciation meant a robust 
housing market in the first half of 2021; but 
what comes next? Many experts are projecting 
a rise in interest rates, but the anticipated 
increase is expected to be modest and rates will 
still be well below historical averages. Rates 
remaining low is good news for homebuyers 
who are looking to maximize purchasing 
power. 

Home price appreciation inevitably will slow 
(but when?). Conveying the implications of 
leveling price appreciation and stable interest 
rates is one of the values a full time real estate 
professional brings to both buyers and sellers. 

Finally, while it may not dramatically 
change the market conditions we’re currently 
experiencing, another reason to be optimistic 
is our improving economy. As we look at the 
forecast for prices, interest rates, inventory, and 
home sales, experts are mostly optimistic about 
what’s on the horizon for the second half of 
2021. Let’s connect today to discuss any need 
you have to navigate the market together in the 
coming months!



GARDEN PATHS

Whether you’re designing a path with a purpose or creating 
a meandering walkway, garden paths are a weekend project 
that add appeal. Materials range from inexpensive, easy-to-
install mulch and gravel to natural stone or concrete pavers in 
all sizes, styles, and colors. 

Combine plantings and pavers for a unique, inviting pathway.
Patrick Standish, flickr.com

Paths with curves lined with perennials add a splash of color. 

FROM HERE 
TO THERE 

Open year-round, Cave of the Winds Mountain Park offers 
guided cave tours within the heart of Manitou Grand Caverns. 
See amazing formations on the Discovery educational 
walking tour. For a deeper, longer exploration, select the 
Haunted Lantern tour taking you through low passageways, 
uneven stairs, and narrow tunnels. Back outside, “mild and 
wild” attractions include two Frontier Zip Lines and the 
TERROR-dactyl ride reaching nearly 100 miles per hour!

Check the website or call for current info on hours, rides, 
discounts, and directions. caveofthewinds.com • 719-685-5444

All photos in this section are from facebook.com/caveofthewinds
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Wear comfortable walking shoes and review website details for 
packages, including military, group and senior discounts. 

Had your fill of summer hiking? 
Get your adrenaline flowing 
inside our mountains by 
touring the best known of  
our state’s many hidden caves. 
To add outside adventures, 
Cave of the Winds Mountain 
Park offers thrilling rides for a 
full day of family fun. 

BELOW
ABOVE
Cave of the Winds Mountain ParkADVENTURES


